
Indigenous Identity: How Did it Change Following Colonization and The Fur Trade? 

Name: Rachel Davis                                                                      Date: Nov 14th, 2018 

Subject: Arts Ed/Indigenous Content                                            Grade: Six 

Content: (Topic) 

-Throughout this lesson, students will learn, explore, and create visual representations of how Canadian 

Indigenous peoples identity changed prior to, and following colonialism and involvement within the trading 

posts, and eventually The Hudson Bay Company and the North West Company. 

Goals: 

-Students will understand Indigenous history and ways of life, prior to colonization. Students will also 

understand the impacts that these changes created in Indigenous life, traditions, and ways of living.  

-Although students may have been educated on the European perspectives of the HBC and North West 

Company, this lesson will help them to see the ways it impacted Indigenous peoples lives, and ways of 

knowing.  

-Students will take their new knowledge of Indigenous identity prior and following colonization and create 

before and after visual art representations. 

Differentiated Learning/Adaptive Dimension: 

-I will provide the notes from slides so students that need to follow along or have trouble making notes can still 

participate.  

- If a photocopy machine is unavailable, students might have to create duplicates of their first drawing.  

 

Outcomes:   

Arts Education:  

CP6.10: Create visual art works that express ideas 

about identity and how it is influenced (e.g., 

factors such as pop culture, cultural heritage, peer 

groups, personal and family interests, gender). 

Indicators: 

Arts Education:  

 

CP6.10: (b) Investigate how a single idea can be developed 

in many ways and directions (e.g., How many different 

ways could we represent visually the idea of individual 

isolation or exclusion from a peer group?). 

 

(f) Reflect on how images, elements of art, and principles 

of composition can be organized to convey meaning and 

express identity in visual art (e.g., What messages or ideas 

does our art work convey about identity?). Modification: 

Focussing on Indigenous identity prior to, and following 

colonialism and involvement within the trading posts. 



Key Understandings: (‘I Can’ Statements) 

-I can recognize and explain different elements of Indigenous culture pre-contact.  

-I can recognize and explain how Indigenous culture and identity shifted post-colonialism, with the introduction 

of the fur trade.  

-I can use this new knowledge to represent contrasting pre and post-colonial elements of Indigenous identity 

through my artwork that represent changes in their way of life. 

-I can develop an empathetic lens and begin to unlearn my pre-conceived settler tendencies through this lesson.  

Essential Questions:  

1) What was the first major economy that effected the Indigenous peoples identity and way of life? 

2) How did the location of Indigenous peoples influence their lifestyle? Once trading posts began, how was their 

way of life uprooted? 

3) Do you believe colonization had an overall positive or negative effect on Indigenous peoples way of living, 

and why?  

4) How will you convey juxtaposition of Indigenous identity within your artwork? (Definition of juxtaposition 

will be explained.) 

5) I can develop an empathetic lens and begin to unlearn my pre-conceived settler tendencies through this 

lesson. 

Preparation: (Materials, resources, equipment) 

-Slide show of pre and post colonialism/trading posts on Indigenous identity.  

-Screen and projector. 

-Paper, pencils, erasers, photo copy machine, glue, pencil crayons. 

Prerequisite Learning: 

-Students will have had background knowledge of effects of colonialism from the previous history lesson; 

therefore, I will be expanding the topic to include their identity changes before and after.  

-It might be helpful if students have background knowledge on the Hudson Bay and the North West Company 

trading posts, and European Colonization, as I will highlight on changes to Indigenous life.  

Instructional Strategies:  

-Hands on learning                        - Formative Assessment      -Discussions 

-Summarizing and note taking      -Summative Assessment      -Differentiated Instruction  



Day 1- 30 minutes  

-To start my lesson, I will explain to my students how we are going to 

expand upon the knowledge introduced from last class’s history lesson on 

the effects of colonialism upon the Indigenous peoples. First, I will get 

students to individually answer a few questions about Indigenous peoples 

and how their pre-colonial way of life was shifted once colonialism 

began. I will explain to the students that they will answer and hand in 

these responses to the three pre and post questions, so I can determine 

what they knew prior to the lesson as well as assess their learning. 

-I will show and explain the slideshow on Indigenous pre/post-colonial 

life and identity in relation to the influence of the trading posts. During 

the slideshow, students will jot notes in the chart to compare Indigenous 

elements of identity, pre and post contact in the following areas: Food, 

Home, Health, Clothing, Art, and Spiritual Beliefs. Slideshow Link: 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u8eWpBKPB5u90C0mGkeB

AOP6GNUt7tK9zC8whxpF-ek/edit?usp=sharing  

(Chart posted below) 

-I will end this class by getting students to fill out an exit slip telling of 

one way trading posts affected Indigenous people’s identity, either 

positively or negatively.  

Day 2- 30 minutes  

-Tell students that we will be working on a juxtaposition art project, based 

on their slide show comparison charts. From this chart, I will invite 

students to pick two inter-related elements of Indigenous identity; one 

from pre-contact, and another that changed/developed after colonialism 

and the introduction of trading posts. Prior to beginning their artwork, I 

will explain the importance of representation and authenticity within art to 

the students. To ensure that student’s drawings of Indigenous peoples are 

authentic, they will look at resources such as, Early Canada by Emily 

Odynak, The Kids Book of Aboriginal Peoples in Canada by Diane 

Silvey, and The Canadian Encyclopedia website. Using pencil, students 

will produce a visual representation from a pre-contact category of 

Indigenous identity. I would show students my example of an Indigenous 

hunter on horseback, killing a bison with a bow and arrow. Once the 

student is done drawing, they can colour their image with pencil crayons, 

then their image can be photocopied.  

-Once students have completed the first phase of their drawing, I will ask 

them to refer back to their chart and find the contrasting feature which 

changed following the fur trade. From here, students will take their 

Student Engagement/ 

Classroom 

Management 

Strategies: 

-To get student’s attention, I will 

implement the “Give Me Five” 

technique.  

-I will incorporate active brain 

break exercises throughout each 

lesson so students remain engaged. 

Ex) Jumping jacks, running on the 

spot, etc.  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u8eWpBKPB5u90C0mGkeBAOP6GNUt7tK9zC8whxpF-ek/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u8eWpBKPB5u90C0mGkeBAOP6GNUt7tK9zC8whxpF-ek/edit?usp=sharing


photocopied picture and cut out the element that changed when 

colonialism/trading posts were introduced. Students will glue their altered 

picture onto another sheet of paper, then draw the different element that 

was introduced to Indigenous peoples, for example, guns to hunt animals.      

In my example, I cut out the bison and bow and arrow and replaced it with 

a drawing of a gun and a deer. Finally, students can colour their second 

image. To see the contrast, students should not colour the drawn in post-

colonial element. (Exemplars posted below) 

Day 3- 30 minutes 

-At the beginning of class, I will invite the students to collect their 

artwork and put it on their desk so I can see everyone’s progress. I will 

tell the students that in addition to their picture, they must produce an 

artist statement, in the form of a haiku. I will explain the 5-7-5 approach 

to writing a haiku and show my example to the class. The students will 

write a haiku in a 5-7-5 format explaining their pre/post colonialism 

artworks, and complete their visual project, if not finished.  

-To end our lesson, the students will share their works and explain how 

Indigenous identity changed between pre and post colonialism in their 

example. We will discuss how each artist’s representation was unique and 

specific to their viewpoint.  

-In conclusion, students will individually answer the three introductory 

questions to see how their learning has expanded.  

Assessment:  

-Prior to the lesson, students will answer and hand in three questions about how Indigenous peoples pre-colonial 

way of life/identity was shifted once colonialism, and the fur trade began. This way, I will discover what each 

student knew prior to the lesson. At the end of the three days, I will have students return to the initial three 

questions, to discover how their knowledge has broadened/shifted around such topics.  

-When they orally share their artwork, and what it is about, I will mark students out of 5 for elements such as: 

Volume, tone of voice, eye contact, and articulation.  

-For the visual art project, I have included a rubric below. In this rubric, Excellent= 4 points, Good=3 points, 

Average=2 points, and Needs Improvement= 1 point. Students will be marked out of a total of 24 points. 
 



Rubric Source: https://www.incredibleart.org/files/Rubric.htm 

Assessment Rubric  

Student Name: Class Period:  

Assignment/Problem:  Date Completed:  

Circle the number in 

pencil that best shows 

how well you feel that 

you completed that 

criterion for the 

assignment. 

 Excellent  Good  Average  
Needs 

Improvement  

Rate 

Yourself  

Teacher’s 

Rating 

Composition and design 

-- does it read well? 
 4 3 2 1     

Growth and progress -- 

How does the work 

compare to previous 

work? Is there growth in 

thought? 

 4 3 2 1     

Impact -- Is it daring? 

Does it extend from past 

work? Is it a theme of 

personal expression or if 

"borrowed' how did you 

change it? 

 4 3 2 1     

The problem -- Is the 

student addressing the 

problem posed? Are 

variations made for a 

reason? 

 4 3 2 1     

Care/effort -- Is the 

work appropriate to the 

style? attention to details 

-- craftsmanship  

 4 3 2 1     

Work habits - efficient 

use of time, asking 

questions, 

recording thoughts, 

experimenting  

  4 3  2  1      

Grade: 

 
  

   
Your 

Total 

Teacher 

Total  



 

 

Pre-Colonial Indigenous Ways of Life/ Identity  Post-Colonial/Trading Post Changes in Indigenous Ways of 

Life/Identity 

 

Food: 

 

 

 

Home: 

 

 

 

Health: 

 

 

 

 

Clothing: 

 

 

 

Art: 

 

 

Spiritual Beliefs: 

 

 

Food: 

 

 

 

Home: 

 

 

 

Health: 

 

 

 

 

Clothing: 

 

 

 

Art: 

 

 

Spiritual Beliefs: 

 

 



PRIOR AND POST UNIT KNOWLEDGE- QUESTIONS FOR LEARNING:  

1) Have you ever heard of trading posts? If so, can you please tell me who was involved in the 

process?  

2) How did the location of Indigenous peoples influence their lifestyle? Once trading posts 

began, how was their way of life uprooted? 

3) Do you believe colonization and the fur trade had an overall positive or negative effect on 

Indigenous peoples way of living, and why?  

 

Exemplars for Visual Art Assignment: 

#1. 

   

 

#2 

 


